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UTAH AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION

Lower Agricultural Prices Predicted for 1953
By W. PRESTON THOMAS
1953 prices received for agricultural
products will probably be
slightly lower than in 1952,
while production costs are
expected to increase. With
this unfavorable relationship
between prices received arid
production costs, farmers
rna y expect lower net returns
next year.
Employment and demand
for agricultural products in
this country are expected to
continue high during 1953.
Wage rates and consumer
income probably will rise
slightly during the first part
(If the year and for the year
, :; a whole are likely to average higher than in 1952. It
is expected that the peak in
defense expenditures will be
reached about the middle of
the year, and defense spending may be stabilized at
somewhat lower levels. Denands for labor and wage
rates are not expected to be
as strong during the later
part of 1953 as they were
during 1952 and the first
part of 1953.
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Production to Remain High

Exports of farm products
from the United States during this year are below the
DR. THOMAS, formerly head
of the Depmtment of Agricultu,(al
Economics, is now emeritus professor and is continuing some of
his research and teaching.
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record level of a year ago
and this decline is xpected
to continue during 1953. For
the nation as a whole farm
production in 1953 will
probably be maintai ed at
about the record level of
1952 provided growing conditions are favorable. The
uptrend in livestock production with increased marketings will continue, and marketing of vegetable crops
will also probably increase.
Prices received for farm
products in the United
States this year have averaged about 3 percent below
1951. Prices received by
Utah farmers were, in September 1952, 10 percent below the average for 1951.
Further easing of prices received by farmers for 1953
seems likely especially for
meat animals and vegetables.
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Fig. 1. During World Wars I and II prices of farm produ,:=ts
followed the same pattern. Following the close of World
War I, there were two years of postwar inflation. Prices bro1<e
in 1920 and by 1921 they had declined to prewar level.
Following the close of World War II from 1945 to 1948
there was postwar inflation of farm prices. From 1949 to
1950 prices were adjusting to a lower level. W ith the outbreak of the Korean War, farm prices again increased for
a period of two years. During 1952 farm prices have declined. The future trend will depend on the war economy

Economic conditions in
1953 will depend on the international situation and the
size of the defense program.
The large appropriations for
defense by Congress in 1952,
together with the accumulation of defense funds from
back appropriations, and the
stepping up in defense production, will provide for a
large expansion in defense
(Continued on page 76)

Two New Verticilliutll W ilt Resistant
T olllatoes for Utah

.1

Seed of New Varieties Will Be on the Market in the
Spring-Loran Blood a Stone Cross That Is Earlier and
Yields About 20 Percent Higher-VR Moscow Like
Moscow Except in Being Resistant to Wilt

By ORSON S. CANNON AND VICTOR W ADDOUPS

Becky Leonard, daughter of the superintendent of the Farmington Field
Station, holding up a vine of the new Loran Blood tomato

1953 two new verticillium-wiltresistant tomato varieties, Loran
Blood and VR Moscow, will be available to growers through seedsmen.
The Utah Agricultural Experiment
Station and the U. S. Bureau of Plant
Industry, Soils, and Agricultural Engineering, which cooperated in developing the varieties, do not have seed for
distribution. These two varieties are
expected to produce better crops than
the regular canning varieties in sections of Utah where verticillium wilt
has been prevalent in the past.

I

N

Variety Loran Blood

The variety Loran Blood, which was
called VR No.4 in trials, is named in
honor of the late Dr. H. Loran Blood,
who pioneered in work on verticillium
wilt in the state, but died before a
satisfactory wilt-resistant variety could
be developed. It was selected from a
DR. ORSON S. CANNON succeeded the
late Dr. H. L. Blood in the tomato breeding
research program of the Bureau of Plant
Industry, Soils, and Agricultural Engin~?1'
ing in collaboration w ith the Utah Stati.on.
A gmduate of USAC and Cornell Unive1'sity,
Dr. Cannon was in charge of the Bow{irtg
Green Ohio Research Station of the H. ].
Heinz Company before coming to Loga;n.
MR. WA DDOUPS is a research assistant in
the tomato breeding progmm.
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cross of Stone and a vericillium wiltresistant hybrid developed by Dr:
Blood. Its leaves are more finely divided than leaves of Stone and they
have a tendency to curl in hot weath~
er, giving the plant a slightly wilted
appearance. In growth habit the plant
is non-determinate. The fruit is
smooth, slightly flattened, and of approximately the same size as Stone.
Although the finely divided leaves
lead one to believe that fruit will be
exposed and sunburned, the ripening
fruit has a good cover of foliage that
pelmits it to ripen to a uniform red
color. In tests and observations in
Utah Loran Blood reached peak production at least I week earlier than
Stone, and in some places it was
earlier than Moscow. In replicated
yield trials conducted in Utah in 1951,
it outyielded Stone and Moscow in all
tests, by an average of 20 percent. In
1952 plantings in growers' fields it outyielded non-resistant varieties wherever wilt was present, and it equalled
non-resistant varieties in fields that
had no wilt. It probably is adapted
wherever Stone is adapted in Utah,
and it has been better than Moscow in
late areas such as Cache Valley.

VR Moscow

The variety VR Moscow, which was
called VR No. 11 in trials, is distinguished from Moscow only by its resistance to vericillium wilt. To avoid
multiplication of names for varieties
so similar, the initials VR are used
with the name Moscow to indicate
that the new variety is a verticilliumwilt-resistant strain of Moscow. Like
that of Moscow, the vine is determinate and produces a heavy load of
fruit, which is somewhat exposed to
the sun after the weight of the fruit
pulls the branches toward the ground.
VR Moscow outyielded Moscow in
three of four 1951 Utah field trials.
Its average yield was 15 percent better than the yield of Moscow. There
were trial plantings of VR Moscow
by growers in 1952, and the new variety was better than Moscow wherever
wilt was present. It appeared to be the
same as Moscow when there was no
wilt. Canners in Utah are of the opinion that Moscow is inferior to Stone
for processing as solid pack tomatoes,
because Moscow fruits have a tendency to lose their shape after being
processed. VR Moscow has the same
fruit quality defects as its parents.
Farm
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the authors of this article
showed that resistance to wilt
These two wilt resistant
is inherited as a simple domivarieties are the result of more
nant character. Application of
than 20 years' effort to produce
this information made it posa tomato resistant to verticilsible to select homozygous relium wilt. Before 1932 it wa
sistant plants of the variety
assumed by those who obLoran Blood. I t hastened the
served yellowing and death of
development of the variety, VR
the older leaves in the center of
Moscow, produced by cross, tomato plants that the fungus
ing Moscow with a wilt re~ Fusarium oxysporum f. lycosistant breeding line, twice
persici was the cause of the
backcrossing resistant progeny
trouble. Dr. Blood, who was
to Moscow, and then selecting
assigned by the College and
homozygous resistant plants
the U. S. Department of Agri- Left, healthy stem, right, stem of same age with verticillium from the offspring.
culture to study the trouble,
wilt
In Utah where the varities
found that it was caused by the
Stone and Moscow have been
fungus Verticillium albo-atrum. He resistant varieties with large fruit, but grown successfully in the past, the
began a search for a tomato that they were late and poor yielders. He varieties Loran Blood and VR Moswould resist the fungus and remain died before his dream of producing a cow should grow well. They should
healthy. A cherry-size Peruvian vari- good wilt-resistant variety was real- produce much better crops of tomatoes ' than Stone or Moscow where
ety was found to be resistant. This ized.
he crossed with large tomatoes, elimiTwo developments after Dr. Blood's verticillium wilt has been a problem.
nated non-resistant and small toma- death helped to hasten production of However, growers are urged to plant
toes from the offspring, and crossed good wilt resistant varieties. The first one of the non-resistant varieties
the resistant offspring with large non- was development of a greenhouse alongside the new varieties unless
resistant varieties. A a result of re- method of testing seedling plants for they have already convinced thempeated crosses and rigid selection resist~nt to wilt. This made it possible selves by previous test that the new
from progenies, he developed many to test large populations of plants in varieties will produce better.
a short time indoors and thus eliminated slow and costly field tests. It
also made possible the testing of three
generations of plants in a year in place
of only one generation. The second
development grew out of a study of
the genetics of resistant to wilt, made
by Lester Schaible, a graduate student
in the Department of Botany at Utah
State Agricultural College. He and
Long Years of Research

The new Loran Blood tomato on the left
and VR Moscow on the right. These tomatoes were picked on the experimental
plots at Farmington, November 1
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AGRICULTURAL PRICES
( Continued from page 73 )

expenditures during the first part of
1953. This together with heavy expenditures for new industrial plants,
houses, schoolhouses, roads, and other
public improvements for civilian use,
will provide a high level of employment and consumer demand for goods
and services. This demand may be
stabilized late in 1953 if the defense
outlay levels off.

for the efficient farmer. The farmer
who can reduce costs through careful
buying, use as much family labor as
possible, and operate his business efficiently can look forward to a profitable year. During periods of rising
prices, inefficient farmers can make
a profit, but when price relations
change and they are less favorable to
the producer, then the less efficient
farmers with high unit costs go out
of business.

Downward Trend in Farm Prices

1953 Commodity Outlook

During World War II from 1939 to
1945, Utah farm prices increased 100
percent, .and during the postwar period from 1945 to 1948, prices increased another 90 percent. From
1948 to June 1950, when the Korean
War began, prices were adjusting to
a lower level. During the period from
June 1950 to May 1951, as a result
of war inflation, prices rose to new
high levels. Prices paid producers in
Utah for farm products again reached
a peak in May 1952 when they were
212 percent above prewar level. Since
May, there has been a decline of 10
percent for all commodities, while
meat animals have dropped about 20
percent during the past year, and according to present outlook, this trend
will continue slightly downward during 1953.

The U. S. Department of Agriculture reports as follows on the 1953
outlook for various farm commodities:
With a rise in cattle slaughter in 1953
expected to more than offset lower
hog slaughter, total meat production
will be above 1952 and may be .~t
a record peacetime level. Prices received by farmers for cattle are expected to be lower; hogs about the
same or a little higher; and lambs a
little lower. Total milk production in
1953 may be slightly higher than this
year but with a strong demand for
dairy products, prices probably will
ayerage higher. Production of eggs in
1953 is likely to fall below 1952 and
price probably will average higher
than this year. Broiler prices may
average slightly below 1952 levels particularly if red meat supplies increase
as expected. Output of fats and oils .in
1952-53 marketing year will be down,
but prospective suppHes are large
enough to maintain consumption and
exports at relatively high levels.
Smaller supplies of feed grains are expected to be accompanied by a reduction in grain-consuming livestock.
F ed prices in the 1952-53 feeding
season may not average greatly different from 1951-52. Wheat supplies
in prospect for this year and next
probably will exceed domestic and
export requirements. Wheat prices in
the current marketing year are expected to average slightly below the
effective loan level. With average
weather total fruit production in 1953
is likely to be larger than in 1952 but
grower prices may not be greatly different. Total production of truck crops
for the fresh market in 1953 may be
larger than in 1952 when unfavorable
weather in some areas cut acreage and

Production Costs May Increase

Production costs are likely to increa e during 1953, includi~1g farm
wages, machinery and equipment,
feeds, fertilizers , and miscellaneous
farm supplies. Building materials and
pesticides are ample in supply ann
prices are expected to remain about
the same. With high costs and lower
farm prices the cost-price squeeze on
producers will be intensmed in 1953.
No sharp changes, are expected in
farm real estate values during 1953.
The drop in farm prices during the
summer of 1952 has slowed up the demand for farm land jn Utah.
Conditions Still Favorable

Lower prices and higher costs for
1953 do not mean an unfavorable year
for agriculture. The net returns may
not be as high as they were in 1950
and 1951, but they will be favorable
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yields and caused alternate periods of
glut and scarcity and sharp variation
in prices. Relatively high prices this
year and last suggest that farmers
may increase potato acreage in 1953.
Prices for the 1953 crop probably will
not be as high as those for the 1952
crop. With smaller supplies than a
year earlier in prospect, prices of dry
edible beans will continue higher than
those for the 1951 crop. World production of wool will be up slightly
from 1951-52, and stocks are also
larger. Growers' prices this year are
well below the 1951-52 eason average.
Although the agricultural outlook
for next year is somewhat less favorable than it has been during the past
two years, there will probably be a
wide variation in prices received and
production costs for various commodities. Next year is a good time to discontinue the production of commodities where net profits have been low
and there is likely to be a minus
return.

~

jJ

Labor Scarce

The continued demand for labor
by industry and for the defense program will further reduce the supply
of farm labor. Agricultural labor will
not only be scarce, but will be high
priced. Hence it will be a time when
modern farm machinery and family
labor should be fully utilized. Like
farm labor, farm supplies used in pro- ...,
duction will be scarce and high ,.,
priced. Planning for needs and purchase of farm supplies are essential
(Continued on page 100)

FARM AND HOME SCIENCE
Published Quarterly by the
Agricultural Experiment Station
Utah State Agricultural College
Logan, Utah
R. H. WALKER, Director
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GLADYS L. HARRISON, Editor
Address correspondence regarding material
appearing in these columns either to the
editor or to the author.
More detailed information on the subjects
discussed here can often be found in Station
bulletins and circulars or may be had
through correspondence.
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Representative Targhee, Columbia, and Rambouillet rams used in studies to determine what
type of sheep will be most productive under southern Utah range conditions

Sheep Breeding and Managetnent Study Shows Superiority
of Colutnbia Latnbs for Southern Utah Conditions
By MILTON A. MADSEN, JAMES A. BENNETT,
DARRELL H. MATTHEWS AND DOYLE J. MATTHEWS
from range ewes bred to
Columbia and Targhee rams
were heavier at birth, and heavier and
fatter at weaning time than lambs
sired by Rambouillet rams. Columbia
and Targhee sired lambs were smoother bodied, more open faced, and had
longer wool staple at weaning time
than Rambouillet sired lambs. Breed
of sire had no significant effect upon
percent of ewes lambing, number of
lambs born, and total production per
ewe.
The above results were obtained
from a five year range sheep breeding

L

AMBS

PROFESSORS MADSEN, BENNETT, and
the two MATTHEWS m'e all members of .the
Department of Animal Husbandry. D. H.
Matthews is stationed at the BAC where he
has immediate charge of the sheep management research. Dr. T. Donald Bell, form~1:lY
professor of animal husbandry at the BAC,
and now on the staff of Kansas State College
at Fort Hays began the study. Dr. S. Keith
Ercanbrack assisted in the collection and
analysis of the data while he was a graduqte
student· at USAC. He has since completed
the work for the PhD degree at Iowa State
College and will now spend part of his time
on the staff at USAC.
.
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and management study being conducted at Cedar City by the Utah
Agricultural Experiment Station. One
of the objectives of this study has
been to determine the feasibility of
developing a smooth bodied, openface type of sheep that will produce
a large fleece of clean wool and be
capable of producing, under range
conditions, a large lamb of acceptable
market type.
Grading-up Program

The first phase of the study consisted of a grading-up program using
Columbia, Rambouillet, and Targhee
rams. The original ewes were separated at random into two groups. One
group was bred to Columbia rams and
the other to Rambouillets. The lambs
resulting from these matings were designated as "C-1's", and "R-1's", respectively. R-1 ewes were then bred to
Rambouillet rams and the progeny
from these mating referred to as R-2's.
Half of the C-1 ewes were bred to Columbia rams and the remaining half to

Targhee rams, the designation of these
lambs being "C-2's" and "T-l's. This
mating procedure is b eing continued
until each type is similar to the purebred. A comparison of the performance of the three groups should provide information on the productivity
and adaptability of these breeds to
the range area of southwestern Utah.
Lamb Production

Lamb production of the original
ewes is shown in table 1. Lambing
percentages varied from 86.7 to 174.2.
The highest percentage was attained
in 1948 when the ewes were 5 years
old. This may be attributed to heavy
culling of low producers. However,
the difference between 1945 and 1946
is attributed to age of dam and management practices as no selection was
practiced during this period. These
data are of interest as they demonstrate the production it is possible to
attain. There is a high association between percent of lambs born and the
( C ontinuerl on page 95)
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an Answer t~
the Farmers' ·
Problems
(1) Development of hardier, higher yielding

strains of grasses by Station scientists has -{
provided a new crop for Utah farmers as ~
well as providing better grasses for range ~
seeding. (2) Individual feeding pens
used in the Station
sheep nutrition studies
on the desert range.
(3) Open sheds have
been shown by Station
scientists to be ideal for '<II
dairy cows in Utah. (4)
Range sheep used in ,«
the sheep management
st~dies
conducted by
the Station in Cedar

r
1 -+6~---------------12 ------------------

(6) Better pasture mixtures
greatly increase the yield of
forage on irrigated pastures. (7) Canal lined with
concrete in the Ogden
area. (8) Installing the lining in the canal shown
above

(5) The
gem ina te
leafhopper, found by Station scientists to transmit the western x dissease virus
ROM Experiment Station laboratOl'ies and experimental farms during
the past year has come research results
that will mean dollars and cents to
Utah farmers as well as increased
prosperity to the state as a whole.
No small segment of the population
can be benefited without an effect on
everyone.

F

Improvement of the Livestock Industry

Utah's agricultural economy rests
primarily on livestock production, and
the growth of the livestock industry,
including dairy cattle, poultry, beef,
and sheep, is limited by the feed supply. Many of the research projects
~ of the Utah Station are concern d with
~ increasing this supply, both on the
range and on irrigated cropland.
Research conducted on 24 100-acre
crested wheatgrass pastures at Benmore in southern Tooele County has
). shown that while during the first two
years, heavy grazing of these pastures
produced slightly more gain in weight
of the cattle, the reverse was true during the next two years, suggesting a
downward trend in forage production
as the result of heavy grazing. In
the four year period more pounds of
beef were produced from moderately
grazed pastures. Carrying capacity
of these seeded pasture is seven to
ten times that of native sagebrush
range and cattle gains are 75 percent
greater.
In addition, wheatgrass
ranges are ready for grazing two to
three weeks ahead of native range.
Studies of range seeding indicate
the need for proper timing of seeding
operations to take advantage of moisture so as to establish gras before
f
the dry period. Elimination of sagebrush has been found necessary
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and successful methods
found include burning
and plowing. Drilling
of seed has been found
mol' e certain than
broadcasting, except on
rough plowed land.
Benefits are obtained from a firm
seedbed.
The livestock economy of the state
can maintain or expand its productivity only if grass is e tablished on
thousands of acres of now low producing land. Some five million dollars has already been expended on
this work by private individuals and
governmental agencies. Establishing
grass is difficult and the ratio of sUGcess has not been high. Increas.e d
efficiency from improved knowledge
is more than ever important.
Pasture studies continue to show
that improved pasture mixtures
planted on the best irrigated land
offer the most promising means of
increasing forage on the dairy farms
in this area. The mixture reco'mmended for good land is smooth
brome, tall oat, and orchard grass
with alfalfa and red and ladino clover.
During the year a more extensive
program of research was begun on
the Panguitch farm in southeastern
Utah. Fertilizer trials were conducted on alfalfa and meadows. Data
indicate phosphorus increases yields
materially. A clover evaluation ex·
periment was established to determine the adaptation of various strain
and varieties. A cereal variety test
containing 4 varieties of wheat, 7 of
barley, and 6 of oats was established.
These tests must continue for a few
years before definite recommendations
are made. Since the area is predom-

inately dependent on livestock as a
source of income, increased forage
and grain production are basic to improved living of the people.
Studies have shown that unless the
price of barley and other cereal grains
is much less than corn, it is well to
include corn in the mash and scratch
feed of growing turkeys. The heaviest birds in the experiment were
those fed a mixed grain diet, the
smallest birds received mash containing 40 percent barley and all barley
scratch grain.
Halogeton in 20 years has become
the most feared poisonous plant on
ranges in Utah. The rapid spread of
the plant and its increasing density
have induced action programs aimed
at its eradication. The Bureau of
Land Management alone has spent
$400,000 in Utah during the past year.
Eradication by the application of
present knowledge appears impractical. There is need for further research
on the poisonous nature of the plant
and range management practices to
keep the weed under control. Therefore the Station began a study in 1951
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to find how to live with h alogeton,
and by good management practices
to minimize poison losses. In these
studies, despite close grazing of
halogeton infested ranges without salt
or water, no poisoning of sheep has
occurred. Force feeding of halogeton
showed 12 ounces to be lethal to
hungry sheep . Sheep on normal range
tolerated up to 20 ounces. This gives
real hope of solving halogeton poisoning by improved range and livestock management.

ing of dairy cows have demonstrated
to dairy men of the state that cows
do better in this climate when housed
in open sheds if they have adequate
space which should be more than 40
square feet per cow but can well be
less than 75 square feet. There is
little difference in the milk production
and feed consumption but cows kept
in open sheds show less stiffness and
lameness than those kept in stanchion
barns. The study also showed that
feed consumption and milk production were the same whether cows
were fed in open or covered mangers. i
However, snow must be removed from
uncovered mangers.
Open-faced Rambouillets devel- Y
oped at the college are definitely better mothers and wean more pounds
of lamb than do wool-blind ewes.
However, smallness of bones seems to
be inherited along with open-face.
The Station is now attempting to j
breed for larger size in combination
with the open-face characteristic.

Studies comparing the open shed
with the stanchion barn for the hous(9) A pull out panel
next to the range is
a handy place for
skillets
and
small
equipment in the experimental kitchen at
the Utah Station.
(10) The Station has
found that supplemental oxygen to approximate the air at
sea level increases the
hatchability of turkey
eggs

Progeny of Columbia and Rambouillet matings continue to show
superiority over pure Rambouilletsin
wool production on a grease weight

(11) The vegetable processing laboratory

at the Farmington Field Station
(12) Beef cattle fed sugar
for a short time prior to
slaughter have a higher
dressing percentage, better color of meat,
larger livers with better flavor and texture than livers .of
animals not fed
sugar

(13) The new
Loran Blood tomato, resistant to
verticillium wilt, developed by the Station. (14)
Closer spacing than is normally
practised combined with satisfactory soil moisture has been
f.ound the key to greater profits
in vegetable seed production

basic and in pounds of lamb weaned ~
p er ewe on southern Utah ranges. No
marked differences were found among
ewe lambs wintered on the farm compared to those wintered on the range.
Columbia sired lambs last year were
worth 65 cents to a dollar more at
weaning time because of the increased
weight of lamb weaned per ewe.
Research at the Utah Station has
shown that the hatchability of turkey
eggs in the Intermountain area can be
increased about 10 p ercent by the use _
of oxygen to approximate the supply
Farm

and
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Science

,. at sea level. Three commercial hatcheries in the state are now using oxygen
continuously.
Carp in Utah is a resource that
~I is largely unrecognized. Preliminary
tests by the Station indicate that the
/.- high protein content of carp makes
it valuable as a human food and as
a protein supplement for domestic
animals. The station is now working
on economically feasible methods of
~ producing and harvesting the fish.
Electron Microscope Pictures in Color

~

Basic research at the Utah Station
has resulted in the discovery of a
method of producing electron microscope pictures in color. The first
colored electron microscope pictures
that the world has ever known were
produced here during this past year.
The addition of color makes the object easier to view and simpler to
study. Pictures colored by this process
indicate how thick the exceedingly
small objects photographed through
the electron microscope are. This
technique which extends the frontiers
of science is now being used in the
leading electron microscope laboratories throughout the world.
Research Aids the Vegetable Industry

During the year two new verticillium wilt resistant varieties of tomaI
toes, one a cross with Stone, the other
with Moscow, have been released to
( seedsmen for b"ial and seed increase.
These varieties have commercial quality as well as wilt resistance, and they
should eliminate the losses from the
most serious tomato disease in Utah.
Scientists working on the produc>
tion of vegetable seeds have found
that closer spacing in onions and low
- soil moi sture with carrots increases
seed yields and lowers labor costs and,
consequently, brings added profits to
the growers.
Agricultural Resources of the Weber Basin

An economic analysis of the Weber
Basin area including data on farm
organization, prices, and production
was completed during the year and a
report prepared. The report is a major
source of information in helping land
owners, potential farmers, irrigation
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companies, the conservancy district
board, government administrators?
and Congress to decide what to do
about the proposed water development projects in the area.
Fluorine Poisoning

An intensive study of the effects of
fluorine poisoning on both plants and
animals is continuing. During the
year 3,618 head of dairy cattle and
1,043 head of beef cattle have been
examined in addition to 419 samples
of alfalfa, 211 of apricot, 161 of peach,
65 of apple, 54 of prune, 173 of tomato, 131 of corn, 53 of grape, and
82 of sugar beet. A total of 2,078
plant samples were analyzed.
Fluorosis of plants and animals is
causing great damage to agricultural
producers in industrial areas of the
state. This study will be used by
farmers, industrialists, and others as a
basis for correcting the situation. A
circular advising farmers on symptoms of fluorine poisoning and what
to do to lessen losses has been distributed.
Improvement of Meat Quality Through
Feeding of Sugar

In studies conducted during the
past year, the feeding of sugar to beef,
sheep, swine, and turkeys prior to
slaughter has resulted in slight increases in dressing percentage, improvement in color, increases in sugar
percentage, and lower pH values of
fresh cuts. In addition, there is some
improvement in the flavor and texture
of cooked cuts. The livers of sugarfed animals were generally larger,
contained more sugar, and had a better flavor and texture when cooked
than those of animals fed without
sugar. These studies are exploratory
in nature and indicate that further
research is necessary before definite
information can be given as to
amounts and time of feeding, but they
will mean increased income to farmers and meat packers.
Problems of the Fruit Grower

At least 25 percent of the peach
growers in Utah have changed to less
severe methods of pruning since 1948
when results of the pruning research

were first publicized. Adoption of
recommended methods should increase yields by at least 217,000 bushels annually. Valued at $1.50 a bushel,
this would mean an additional gross
income of $325,500 to the state.
Scientists studying causes and control of virus diseases in stone fruits
have demonstrated that the western x
virus is transmitted by the geminate
leafhopper. This is one step in the
program for the control of this destructive disease.
Toxicity of New Insecticides

With the use of the newer more
powerful insecticides arose the question as to what effect they would have
on the nitrogen-fixing organisms in the
soil. Studies at the Utah Station have
shown that concentrations of some of
the newer insecticides that may be
safely added to the soil without injury
to these micro-organisms are well
above levels used under ordinary COi1ditions. Station scientists have shown
that DDT is slowly decomposed by
soil micro-organisms.
Extensive studies here have shown
that DDT accumulates in the fatty
tissue and in the animal products,
such as milk and eggs when used in
dusting alfalfa fed to livestock and
poultry. Studies on methoxychlor
have shown no residual effects on animals from feeding alfalfa dusted with
this insecticide. Health hazards from
residues of the newer insecticides such
as toxaphene, aldrin, and chlordane,
are now being studied.
Improved Methods of Weed Control

As the result of intensive studies,
the Station is now recommending dieldrin as an early spring treatment for
the control of alfalfa weevil adults.
As a consequence of limited use of a
spring treatment for weevil control
recommended for the first time in
1951, Utah growers were saved at
least a half million dollars. Improved
treatments for the control of alfalfa
insects are continually being developed.
Lining of Irrigation Canals
to Conserve Water

Water for irrigation, industrial, and
domestic use is the limiting factor in
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the development of the Western
States and yet approximately a third
of all the water diverted for irrigation
purposes is lost in conveyance. Lining of canals and ditches would result in the conservation of much of
this water. The need for lining is
widely recognized and the fact that
only about 5 percent of the canal
mileage is lined is owing to the need
for the development of better and
cheaper linings. Studies at the Utah
Station have shown that in areas
where good aggregate is available
concrete lining is the most satisfactory
and cheapest in the long run. While
earth and buried asphaltic linings are
effective in reducing seepage in years
immediately following installation, research has shown that they will deteriorate much more rapidly than concrete. The initial cost per unit is
considerably less than concrete, but
considering the prospect of more
rapid deterioration and the greater
lined perimeter required in canal,
the annual cost is greater.
Better Irrigation Practices

Studies during the year have shown
that with highly fertile soil, potato
yields can be increased from 30 to 100
bushels an acre by keeping the soil
moist. If better irrigation practices
can be developed on half the potato
acreage of Utah the annual monetary
valu would be well over $200,000.
Changes in Livestock Marketing

Auction markets have increased at
a rapid rate in the West in th last
10 years. Today there are approximately 460 such markets selling a
total of more than 7,000,000 head of
cattle and calves annually. Twentyfive years ago there were practically
no auction markets in the area. VVhile
there are a few large auctions, each
handling more than .300,000 cattle annually, most auction markets are
small, handling less than 10,000 head
of cattle per year.
One of the most important contributions made by these markets is in
the exchange of stocker, feeder and
hrr>8ding animals b tween farmers
and ranchers in the sam or nearby
communities. Auctions also contributed greatly to year-round feeding of
Ji vcstock. This is particularly true for
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the small feeder. And increased feeding, of course, provides a more steady
supply of fat livestock for packers,
local butchers, and locker plant
operators.
Auctions frequently provide the
means whereby animals are mov d
from local deficit to local surplus feed
areas, and therefore livestock and
feed resources are combined more effectively, resulting in greater total
output.
Income From Sheep and Cattle

Studies showed income from sheep
ranches during the war and postwar
years increased in about the same
relative amount as that from cattle
ranches, but expenses on sheep
ranches increased much more. Furthennore, expenses required to operate sheep ranches were of a cash
nature. Expenses on cattle ranches
increased from the mid-thirties to
1948 less than half as much as expenses on sheep ranches. This is the
most important factor underlying the
liquidation of sheep numbers in the
West and the shift of range resources
from sheep to cattle production.
Data concerning the organization,
trends in costs, receipts, and returns
from ranches are basic to an understanding of the most profitable use to
which range lands of the Western
States should be devoted. The data
are needed and us d by ranchers as
well as by public agencies who are
intere ted in the livestock industry.
Marketing of Chickens

A study of th marketing of poultry
and poultry products was completed.
This study showed that about two
thirds of the chickens are marketed
through cooperative processors , and
the other third through independents
who purchase live chicken from
country buyers and sell dressed chickens to wholesalers. The study also
pointed out the difficulty of grading
chickens on a live basis. Di continuance of this practice would increase
price competition between buyers and
save time in the handling of chickens
prior to processing.
Tooth Decay in Student Groups

Studies on tooth decay among various student groups in Utah mad by

~

the Utah Station show that more children have decayed, missing, and filled
teeth than the average for most other
areas in the United States. These sur- ~
veys show the need for a program of )A
prevention which includes better nutritional habits.
Weed Control Means High Crop Yields

Research during the past year in
weed control has shown that reductions totaling 20 to 80 man-hours of
hand weeding per acre were made
without reducing yields by preemergence and post-emergence spraying in onions with various chemicals.
Heavy applications of GiVIU gave
complete eradication of quackgrass in
irrigation ditches. Other experiments
showed that biscuitroot in dry land
wheat can be controlled with 2, 4-D
in two years at a cost of $6 an acre.
Yield of wheat in 1951 in the experimental plots when 90 percent of the
biscuitroot had been eliminated, wer
25 bushels more an acre than where
the weed had not been treated. At
the loan price of $1.86 per bushel,
this is a net-return of $40.50 per acre,
or more than $600,000 to Cache County farmers alone.
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Aid to Iran

During the past year under the
-<
Point 4 Program the college entered
into a contract for the agricultural
phases of a rural improvement program in Iran. Four station staff mem- ....
bers were granted leaves of absence
and they along with ten others are \
now in Iran cooperating with that ~
country in an effort to improve it
agriculture.
Foreign Assignments

Three others of the staff accepted
foreign assignments for shorter periods. Dr. R. H. Walker was granted a .J
year's leave to head the technical as- _
sistance program of the Office of
Foreign Agricultural Relations. Dee ~
A. Broadbent, formerly assistant dir ctor, is now acting director.
Publications

During the year the Station published, in addition to four issue of
the quarterly, Farm and Home
Science, 6 bulletins, 2 special reports,
~ circulars, and 21 scientific articlcs.
arm
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Green limas added color, flavor, and nutrients to the meal

9JlJlJln... c£im.t:L tB.JlaJ1..4., For Variety and Nutrition
By ETHELWYN B. WILCOX AND LEORA S. GALLOWAY

G

lima beans have eye appeal
as well as good flavor and nutrirtive value when served as a vegetable.
~ There are many ways to serve themwith tomato sauce and bacon, with
~ cheese sauce, in soups, or as plain
buttered lima beans. Just remember
i do not overcook the beans for the
. best color and the most nutritive
"value. Green lima beans add sub~ stantial amounts of protein and ascorbic acid to the diet a well as other
" vitamins and minerals.
HEE

Quality Tests

~ Workers in the Nutrition Labora~

tory at Utah State Agricultural College
have been testing, for the past several
t-seasons, the quality of a number of
~he new varieties and strains of lima
1 beans suited to this area which are
.. being developed by Dr. L. H. Pollard
of the Vegetable Crops Department.
, Several strains of one variety have
~ scored high in quality as well as givr..,PR. WILCOX is pl'Ofessor and MRS. GAL-

I LOWAY is a research assistant in the De-

partment of Foods and Nutrition.
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ing good yields. The beans of this
variety are uniform in appearance,
size, and color. The cooked frozen
beans also have a uniform green color
with no white beans.
The most promising varieties or
strains of lima beans were selected
and used in the quality studies on
frozen and canned beans. Thr e or
four well known commercial varieties
were also included in the study. All
beans were grown under similar conditions, harvested at prime maturity,
and were frozen or canned under
standard conditions. A statistical design was used which permitted each
of the 15 varieties to be judged against
every other variety by each judge, yet
the judges compared only three varieties against each other at anyone
time. Color, flavor, and appearance
were judged by a panel of 10 judges .
Utah Strains Rank High

In the 1949 crop of lima beans, 8
Utah strains ranked higher in the
quality appraisal study on the cooked
frozen beans than the two commercial

varieties (table 1); in the 1950 crop,
6 Utah strains ranked higher than two
commercial varieties but not higher
than a third commercial variety; and
in the 1951 crop, 10 Utah strains
ranked higher than the three commercial varieties. The neld run of
each variety of bean was used, that is,
no grading was done to take out small
or overmature beans before processing. As a result some varieties had
many small beans mixed in with large
beans. Some large beans were white
in color when cooked, and many of
them tasted over-mature, which detracted from the appearance and flavor of the cooked product. Some
beans were sweet and juicy to the
taste while others were dry and mealy.
Color of Fr.ozen Beans Superior

When the canned lima beans were
scored, the different varieties or
strains ranked in about the same order
as the cooked frozen beans. However,
the color of the frozen beans was
( Continu ed on page 99)
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Dr. Taylor watching graduate assistant James
slowly permeable soils

Furrow irrigation of potatoes on experimental plots, sprinkler irrigation can be seen
in the background

F

for irrigation should be
somewhat less than twice the
depth of rooting of the plant, hence
furrows should be closer in shallow
rooted than in deep rooted crops.
With closer spaced furrows the water
URROWS

DR TAYLOR is associate professor of soils.

The research rep01ted here is work under
two projects, one of which is a western 1'egional project supporled f1'om funds under
the Regional Research and Marketing Act
of 1946. The Krilium used in this research
was supplied by the Monsanto Chemical
Company of St. Louis, Missouri, and the
PR-78 and the activated sawdust by }/:te
Atlantic Oil Refining Company of Philadelphia.
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IRRIGATION MORE EFFECTIVE WITH
CLOSER SPACED FURROWS

\

By STERLING A. TAYLOR

.(

will move laterally and wet the soil
in the middle of the row while it is
moving vertically to the moist soil
below. This recommendation is made
as a result of studies at the Utah Agricultural Experiment Station to find
the fundamental factors affecting the
movement of water into and through
soils. These studies also show that
the use of soil addatives such as Krilium and detergents seems to offer
some possibilities for increasing water
entry into slowly penetrable soils such
as those with high amounts of salts
or alkali.
The entry and distribution of water
in soil are important factors in irrigation and water conservation. It i
difficult to get the water to "soak" into
some soils, as a result plants show
wilting and other symptoms of soil
moisture deficiency within a few days
after an irrigation.
Deep penetration of water which

leaches plant nutrients beyond the
root zone is likewise a serious prob- ...
lem but is frequently not recognized .
as quickly. Since plants are slow to
show nutrient deficiencies this process ..
of leaching may take place for a number of years before it can he recognized; even then the decline in fer- '11
tility is so gradual that it may be
overlooked.
~
The aim of the studies being made
is to improve the rate of movement ~
of water into soils that are difficult
to wet and to suggest practices that
will provide for adequate irrigation ~
without excessive leaching losses on
soils that are easily leached.
j

Lateral Movement Studied

Potatoes spaced 36 inches between
rows were grown on Millville loam at •
North Logan. When the irrigation
furrow was placed centrally between ~
two rows it was found that often the
I
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water during an irrigation period had
moved laterally from the furrow only
about 9 inches. A much longer time
was needed to get further lateral
.It movement. After 11% hours of water
application followed by overnight
~ drainage the water had wetted to the
row only at a depth of 18 inches. The
soil in the row at depths of 6 and 12
inches was still dry.
Moisture distribution in the soil
after IPh hours of water application
r
and overnight drainage following the
water applications is shown in fig. 1.
Studies jn the laboratory have suggested an explanation for this. It has
~ been found that the rate at which wa'ter will move in the soil is generally
much slower if the soil is dry than
if it is moist or wet. In connection
with thjs it was observed that wat~r
moved downward in undisturbed
cores as a front of moisture in the soil.
t , In dry soils this front was abrupt and
it appeared as though water was moving downward from the surface behind the wetting front under the
influence of gravity. Water behind
the wetting front was moving quite
rapidly since the moisture conductiv., ity was high. When the moisture
reached the dry soil at the wetting
- front the conductivity decreased abruptly giving the appearance of water

piling up behind the front until the
soil was about 80 percent saturated,
then it would move rather suddenly
to the next lower depth. This jerky
movement appeared to be something
like that observed when water is piled
up above the top of a container such
as a cup or tumbler. The water does
not flow over the edge until the surface tension of the water is broken by
touching the water at the top of the
glass; as soon as it is touched all of
the stacked up water suddenly flows
over the side.
When moist cores were used to
study the downward movement of
water the wetting front was more
gradual than with dry soils. The relationship between moisture in the
soil at various depths for both wet
and dry cores taken 5% hours after
water was first applied is shown in
fig. 2. I t can be seen from these
curves that the wetting front is not
only sharper on the dry core but that
the depth to which the soil is wetted
in a given time is less in the dry soil.
Studies have not been made of
lateral movement of moisture in the
laboratory but field studies suggest
that the wetting front for lateral
movement is not so sharp as for either
the moist or the dry cores for downward movement.
The distribution of soil moisture

Fig. 1: Left, bel~w moisture .dis~ribution under furrow irrigated potatoes after overnight
draInage follOWIng an applIcatIOn of water lasting 11 Yz hours. Note that with furrows
sp.rea~ at .36 inche~, the soil around the roots is still dry. 2. Lower right, moisture distributIon In the s.oll at the end of a 5 Yz hour uniform application of water. Note the
abrupt front in the originally dry soil and the more gradual front in the soil that was
originally mo~e moi.st. 3: ~igh!, distribution of soil moisture throughout the depth of
the root zone Just pnor to IrrIgation

with depth just before irrigation is
shown in fig. 3. The increase of moisture with depth suggests that the conductivity of water will increase as the
wetting front gets deeper and deeper
in the soil. This increase in conductivity means that the resistance to moisture flow becomes less while the
resistance to horizontal flow remains
constant. It is logical to suppose that
water-like electricity-will follow the
lines of least resistance; hence the
quantity of water flowing downward
continues to increase while that flowing horizontally decreases. The rate
of horizontal movement then becomes
very slow and it is difficult to wet the
soil to the center of the row.
If the above suggestion is the correct explanation then it should be
possible to correct this difficulty by
spacing the furrows such that the distance between furrows is somewhat
less than twice the depth to which
the soil has been dried out. The soil
will dry slowly in regions where plant
roots are not located; therefore, the
spacing should be less than twice the
( Continued on page 99)
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Consulllptive Use of Water
Studies Provide Basis for
Division of the Waters of
the Colorado River

~

I

By D. K. FUHRIMAN AND W. D. CRIDDLE
1.,

of far-reaching significance to Utah's future
development have recently been completed in Ashley Valley (Uintah County) and Ferron Valley (Emery ..
County ( which provide information on the net consumptive use of water by all types of vegetative growth in the e
valleys. Hesults of these studies show that even sparse
native vegetation consume almost an acre foot of water ...
per acre each year. Rea vier growths in wet areas use up
to 50 inches of water per year. Alfalfa and irrigated pasture have a consumptive use of about 33 inches per year,
while corn and small grains use about 22 inch s.
The need for the information obtained from this investigation has arisen over the question of utilization of J-\
the waters of the Colorado Hiver-and particularly as related to the division of these waters between the states
through which the river flow . The compact betw en the
Upper Colorado Hiver Basin state of Utah, Wyoming,
Colorado, Arizona, and New Mexico provides for a division of the waters on the basis
of
net water consumptively used from
Fig. 1. (Upper) Streamflow discharge station
the river system within each state. The
for measuring outflow from Ferron Area.
All water running into or out of valley is
net water used within each state is
measured in order to estimate the total use
less than the total diversions, sinc
of the valley
much of the water divert d is returned
Fig. 2. (Center) Climatological station at
again to the river as return flow. Any
Vernal. Water consumption depends prinnew development of irrigation projcipally on climate. Measured values .of
ects will put under cultivation areas
water consumption are correlated wah
climatological information
now supporting sparse native vege- ~
tation. It should be not d that the net
Fig. 3. (Lower) Research fellow using King
soil tube to obtain soil-moisture sample.
use chargeable to any such developWater may be estimated by measuring the
ment will be represented by the difamount of water removed from the soil by
ference
b etween the water used by
transpiration and evaporation
the n wly-cropped land and that
which was formerly used by the ~
In 1948 the Utah Station began a study of
native
vegetation. If land now upco nsumptive use of water in cooperation
porting a spars growth of nativ
with the Soil Conservation Service, the Geological Survey, and the Utah State Engine~r.
vegetation were planted to com or
The initial phase of the study was a detersmall grain th net increased conInination of constl1nptive use of water in
sumptive
use of water would be less
areas tributary to the Colorado River in
Utah. This phase ha been completed a1)d
than one acre foot per year. If planted
a report prepared by W. C. Barrett, in'igato alfalfa or irrigated pastur the net .
tion engineer of the Soil Conservation Serincrease would b appro imately two
vice, and C. H. Milligan, head of the D eacre feet compared with the native
11 O1·t1nent of It'rigation and Drainage and
now on leave of absence in Iran. This revegetation.
TUDIES

port is now in process of publication. D.R.
D. K. FUHRIMAN and W. D. CRIDDI~E
also worked on phases of the study (J1)d
have revised the original manuscript, sinfe
both of the authors are not away from the
Institution.
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A significant saving of the total
water allocation of the state could b
.attained by drainag of water-logged
lands which consume 40 to 50 inches
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of water per season a" compared with
33 inches for alfalfa and about 22
iJlches for small grains.
Consumptive Use Defined

Table 1. Seasonal unit rates of c.onsumptive
us-e of water, Ashley and Ferron
Valleys, Utah

Crop or other
land use

The net amount of water utilized
in any area has been termed the consumptive use, which is defined as "the
sum of the volume of water used by
the vegetative growth of a given area
in transpiration or building of plant
tissue and that evaporated from adjacent soil, snow, or intercepted precipitation on the area in any specified
time." Clearly, administration of the
Colorado Hiver compact requires information regarding the consumptive
use of water in the Upper Colorado
HiveI' Basin.
Studies of consumptive use of the
waters of the Colorado HiveI' were
initiated in Utah in 1948 at the request
of the State Engineer. These studies
were organized on a cooperative basis
with the Utah Agricultural Experiment Station and the Division of Irrigation of the Soil Conservation Service having major responsibility for the
investigation. Study areas were selected in such a manner that two different
methods of determination of consumptive use of water could be used, with
each providing a check on the other.
The areas chosen were the Ashley and
Ferron Valleys of Utah. Nlethods of
study used were (1) the integration
method and (2) the inflow-outflow
method.
The Integration Method

In a determination of consumptive
use by the integration method it is
first necessary to classify all land in
the study area according to vegetative
growth or land-use categories having
similar water-using characteristics.
Evaluation of the water-using characteristics of each category will then
provide unit rates of consumptive use
which can be applied to each of the
land-use categories to determine total
consumptive use of the study area.
U nit values thus determined can also
be applied to estimate consumptive
use of water in other areas which have
similar climatological conditions. Unit
seasonal consumptive use determinations for various crops in each of the
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Seasonal consw11ptive ust;)
rates-in inches of water
Ashley Valley

Alialia
Irrigated pasture
Corn
Small grain
Native vegetation
Very dense
D ense
Medium dense
Light
Spane
Seep ed areas
Water urfaces

F erron Valley

33
31
20
21

33
33
23
22

51

53
46

44
38
34
11
38
40

41
33
9
37
39

valleys were made by studying the
consumptive use on a number of fields
in the area. Measurements of soil
moisture depletions throughout the
growing season provided most of the
information required for the crops
usually grown. Special consumptive
use tanks were used to provide supplemental data on field crops and
some native vegetation. Evaporation
from free-water surfaces was determined by evaluation of the data collected at standard evaporation pans
installed in the area at the time the
study was initiated. The unit consumptive use rates thus determined
are shown in table l.
All of the land in both valleys was
surveyed and the areas classified according to land use in order that total
valley consumptive use of water could
Fig. 4. (Upper) The use of water by native
vegetation is measured in evapo-transpiration tanks. This photo shows cattails
growing to a height .of two fe-et. Cattails
are one of the heaviest users of water
Fig. 5. (Lower) Typical evapo-transpiration
tank installation. Tanks containing undisturbed soil columns and field crops are used
to measure water consumption

be determined. Total valley use calculated by multiplying unit seasonal
consumptive use for each land use
category by the total acreage of each
category yielded the following total
use for the three years, 1948, 1949, and
1950:
Seasonal
3-year
average
total
acre feet
Ashley Valley 209,210
Ferron Valley
79,825
( Continu ed on page 100)

acre feet
69,737
26,608

Drifting with the seasonsin military formation
these sheep move from
high summer grazing
lands to winter range in
grazing districts or to
market. Nearly 10 mil·
lion sheep are licensed
by the Bureau of Land
Management to utilize
the forage resources on
. public grazing lands of
the West-Picture cour·
tesy Bureau of Land
Management

By H. R. HOCHMUTH

sheep production is an impOltant segment of Utah's agi'iculture. It is important as an income
producer and as a user of much of
the state's range lands. However,
sheep numbers have declined greatly
since the early 1930's. In 1931 Utah
counted 2,935,000 sheep. On January
1, 1950, sheep numbers had reached a
low of 1,329,000 head-a drop of 55
percent from the 1931 numbers. Numbers have risen slightly since 1950.
Many questions are asked as to
the reasons why the sheep industry
in Utah and other western states has
been liquidating: Have typical sheep
ranches been making an adequate income? Have prices of lambs and wool
been satisfactory to the producer?
Have climatic and production conditions been satisfactory? The Utah
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HAROLD R. HOCHMUTH was form erly
ag1'icultu1'al economist with the BU1'eau of
Agricultural Economics and collaborator
with the Utah Station. He has recently 4.Ccepted a position with the Bureau of Land
Management in Washington, D. C.
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Station has been gathering information for se eral years on typical Utah
one-band sheep ranches to answer
some of these questions to determine
the present position of Utah's range
sheep industry. In addition the competitive position of cattle and the
world position of wool have a decided
effect on the sheep industry.

The range sheep industry is dependent on good range forage. When
precipitation is low, range forage is
scant (fig. 1). Precipitation and range
forage reached a low in 1934 and a
high in 1941. They were generally
satisfactory during the war and postwar y ars.
Economic Conditions

Production Conditions

Production conditions for the 22
year period since 1930 generally were
low in the early 1930' and average to
good during the war and postwar
periods. Ranch income is affected by
droughts and other adverse climatIc
conditions. The drought of the early
1930's coupled with low prices was
disastrous to the sheep producer. The
1948-49 winter cau ed high death
losse , smaller Iamb crops, and great r
expenditures. This culminated in reduced income in 1949 for the range
sheep producer.

Economic conditions affecting Utah
sheep ranches during 1930-51 followed a pattern somewhat similar to
economic conditions affecting farmers
over the United States. During the
early 1930's farmers and ranchers
were in an especially unfavorable
ituation because they were paying
more for goods and services than they
were receiving for their farm product
(table 1).
The index (1935-39= 100) of Utah
lamb prices reached a low of 58 percent in 1933. In the same year the
index of wool prices dropped to 31.
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During the war and postwar years
lamb and wool prices continued to
rise but generally lagged behind the
rise in beef cattle prices. Also, since
the war, the index of wool prices has
lagged behind lamb prices.
Ranch Organization

~(

There is considerable variation in
numbers of sheep owned per ranch
in Utah. Some farmers have a few
hundred head while others operate
several thousand head. H owever,
most range sheep are operated in
band size either with one owner or
with several owners cooperating to
form a band. For this reason a winter
band of 2,000 to 2,200 head is considered a fairly typical size to study.
The typical ranch in the present
study averaged about 2,150 head over
the 22 year period. There was some

fluctuation but generally the numbers
remained relatively stable. There are
good reasons why this is so. Range
sheep are operated in bands and labor
costs-relatively high fixed costs-become excessive if numbers are reduced greatly. D uring the past decade ranchers who could not maintain
numbers usually liquidated their
sheep and turned to cattle.
The average one band sheep ranch
owned or leased about 2,700 acres in
1930 and increased this acreage to
5,600 acres in 1951. The big increase
in owned and leased acres per ranch
came in the late 1930's. This was a
result in a large part of the operation
of the Taylor Grazing Act. Ranchers
wanted to qualify for range privileges
and to obtain greater stability in their
operation by owning and leasing more
range land.
The average one-band sheep ranch

PHYSICAL PRODUG TION FACTORS, 1930 -I~I
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receives about 50 percent of the yearly forage and feed requirements from
public lands. Grazing districts furnish
about 67 percent and national forests
about 33 percent of the forage obtained from public lands in Utah. The
remaining half of the annual feed and
forage comes from private range and
croplands and from purchased feeds
and concentrates.
I nvestment P er Ranch

A one band sheep ranch in the
western range states usually is not
considered a large enterprise. N evertheless, in recent years with rising
land values and high values per head
of sheep, the total investment per
ranch is surprisingly large. In 1935
the total investment for a one band
ranch in Utah was about $25,000. In
1951 the investment jumped to about
$140,000. The total ranch investment
per breeding ewe in 1935 was about
$15; by 1951 this had jumped to about
$7l.50 (table 2).
Prior to 1945 investment in livestock and range privileges was about
the same as investment in land and
buildings. Since then, however, prices
of livestock have outstripped land
values and at present the investment
in livestock is from 25 to 40 percent
greater than that in land and buildings.
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Fig. 1. There is a marked relationship between precipitation, hay yields, and range feed
condition
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Since 1930 the income available to
the ranch operator as compensation
for his labor and management shows
great fluctuation. These ups and
downs in income are caused by prices
of commodities ranchers must buy, by
wages and taxes, by price movements
of lamb and wool, by production conditions that affect the lamb and wool
crops, and the death rate. In 1935 the
net return to the operator per breeding ewe was 33 cents. During that
year lambs sold for $6.52 per hundredweight, wool for 17 cents a pound; the
lamb crop was 65 percent, and death
loss of lambs and ewes averaged
about 11 percent.
In 1949 the net return per breeding
ewe was a minus 71 cents. Lambs
sold for $2l.20 per hundredweight
and wool for 47 cents per pound. The
( Continued on page 98)
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Brings

Social and
Econotnic

Traffic is at its highest peak at
change of shift

Changes to
Davis County
now has a higher percent of
its population living in urban
areas than the nation a a whole. By
the 1950 census 65.3 p rcent of the
population of Utah was classed as
urban, while the United States average 63.7 percent. The 1940 census
enumerated 55.5 percent of the people of Utah as urban. As a result
of urbanization and industrialization
many important social and economic
changes have occurred in Utah during
the past ten years, especially in the
central area of the state.
A current study being made by the
Agricultural Experiment Station is examining some of the changes related
to urbanization as they have been
manifest in Davis County. This area
was selected because during the decade it has been subject to changes
from urbanization more noticeably
than any other area in Utah.

U

TAH

Davis County in 1940

In 1940 the people of Davis County
were fairly homogen ous, being largely rural in residence, almost wholly
Mormon by religion, and largely agriDR. BLACK is assistant professor of socioolog lj and in charge of the research progmnl,
in that d e partment. This is th e -jiTst re p01t of
a project on th e impact of urbanization on
Davis County. Other articles 1'eviewing the
findings of this study will b e Win t ed in
later issues of Farm anel H om e Srience.
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By THEREL R. BLACK

cultural or agriculturally oriented by
occupation. A basic integration of
these characteristics which had been
established over a period of nearly a
century constituted a way of living,
thinking, and believing somewhat free
from stresses, strains, conflicts, and
challenge. To be sure changes had
occurred up to 1940, but they had
been relatively slow in comparison to
changes occurring after 1940. In the
thirty year preceding 1940, the population increased by only 5,539.
Changes Between 1940 and 1950

During the period 1940 to 1950 b'emendous changes occurred in the
county. Migration almost doubled the
population, with a net increase of 15,083; the small towns of Layton, Sunset, and Clearfield increased their
population by several hundred percent. Six active church organizations
in addition to the Mormon were uccessfully conducting services; moral
standards other than :Mormon were in
evidence. Migrants had come from
other parts of Utah, the Intermountain
Stat s, and other states; these migrants included Japanese American
families. Military installations in the
area had become distributors of some
of the largest payrolls in the state;
new industries in addition to war in-

dustries had been established. A
marked change in schools, their services, and in the educational facilities
had taken place, with accompanying
bonded indebtedness. Changes had
occurred in other institutions as well.
Farms had been divided into building
sites. Women had begun to work outside the home in greater numbers, and
children' nurseries had been established. Juvenile delinquency had increased, and additional efforts to curb
it had been established.
A more complete discussion of the
relation of urbanization to s vera I
specific aspects of living including
school, church, and other institutional
adjustments, community participation
and attitudes, family life, parent-child
relationships, and the role of women
will be presented later in Farm and
Home Science.
Level of Living

In the present study th relation of
level of living to urbanization in Davis
County was investigated. The adequacy of housing, and the possession
of modern convenience and other
items of material comfort in th home
were determined. This relationship
b tween urbanization and level of
living was examined by means of census and other data as well as by interview of 203 sample families in the
county.
The influx of people created a strong
demand for housing. "The people who
came were desperate for a place to
live. They moved into homes, apartment , cabins, basements, improvised
Farm

and

Home

Science

sheds, auto trailers, and prefabricated
houses quickly constructed by the federal government. They moved into all
sections of the country wherever they
could find any kind of accommodations," according to Samuel Morgan,
assistant superintendent of schools of
Davis County.
Area Shows Ability to Provide
Modern Conveniences

Improvised, makeshift, and temporary shelter suggests that the percentage of families possessing basic living
utilities such as running water in the
house and electric lights might noticeably decrease. vVhatever may have occurred during the decade, however,
was soon nullified, for census reports
indicate that increases in percent of
the families in Davis County possessing the following items occurred between 1940 and 1950. Possession of
running water in the house increased
from 82.3 to 96.2 percent. Possession
of a mechanical refrigerator increased
from 56.2 to 90.3 percent. Possession
of a radio increased from 94.3 to 98.0
percent. Possession of electric lights
increased from 97.5 to 99.3 percent;
of bath and shower, from 65.7 to 90.1
percent; of inside toilets, from 65.4 to
89.6 percent; and of central heating,
from 21.8 to 52.2 percent.
The fact that the total population
increased in percent possessing these
items in spite of the fact that the population almost doubled points to a
striking ability of this urbanizing area
to provide increased municipal and
other services with dispatch. It also
points to the fact that the income of
the residents was sufficient to make

possible the purchase of appliances,
conveniences, and services.
Hou sing Meets Needs of
Increased Population

With such a rapid population increase, it might be expected that the
residents are living in cramped, crowded quarters. Whatever such conditions
prevailed during the decade, the adjustment has been such that in 1950
there were even less people per dwelling unit than there were in 1940. In
1940 there were 4.346 persons per
dwelling unit, and in 1950 there were
only 3.658. The number of dwelling
units increased by 118 percent during this time. This fact points to the
ability of the area to provide large
numbers of dwellings, and of the existence of adequate personal income
to procure them.
Davis County has exhibited tremendous power of absorption by being
able to supply facilities to the rapidly
growing population to the extent that
there are increases in the percentages
possessing modern appliances, conveniences, and services. Whether this
increase was experienced to an equal
degree by rural and urban residents
of the county, and whether the increase is solely responsible to urbanization were subjects for further study,
the analysis of which will be presented later.

NEW PUBLICATIONS
Bui. 355. An economic study of the
pr.o duction of canning tomatoes in
Utah, 1948 and 1949, by Earnest
M. Morrison and George T. Blanch.
Department of Agricultural Economics. 29 p.
This report covers an economic
study of the production of canning
tomatoes in Weber and Davis Counties. Based on average receipts and
expenses, the production of tomatoes
for canning purposes was a satisfactory and relatively profitable enterprise. The returns were $2.36 per
ton or $35 per acre in addition to
paying $.94 per for all labor, 5 percent interest on a fixed investment of
$463 per acre for the entire year, and
on the working funds for the per,i od
of growing the crop, depreciation on
buildings and equipment, and all qutof-pocket costs.
Bui. 356. Consumer demand for fruit,
Salt Lake City, Utah, 1948-49, by
Ellis W. Lamborn and Roice H.
Anderson. Department of Agricultural Economics. 20 p.
This study includes information
relative to the purchase of fruit by
housewives in Salt Lake City. Expenditures for both food and fruit
increased as income increased but not
nearly so rapidly. This is an indication that the demand for both food
and fruit is inelastic. Oranges accounted for about 20 percent of the
consumer's fruit dollar. Utah-grown
fruit was onlY 'a small proportion of
the total fruit consumed.
Single copies of either of these publications may be obtained free from
the Utah Agricultural Experiment
Station, Logan.

The old and the new are both present in
the same town. Above, the specialized
store, typical of the urban, sells groceries
Right, the general store, typical of the
rural, sells furniture, dry goods, and
groceries
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(jJJJ1lJJlJL. Revolutionizes Sugar Beet
Production in Utah
By EARNEST M. MORRISON AND LYNN H. DAVIS
sugar beet enterprise has
changed considerably since 1945.
:Man-Iabor requirements have been
reduced from 115 hours per acre to
74, mechanical power has nearly replaced horse power, and machinery
has been substituted for much of the
hand labor. These facts were shown
from a study of 161 sugar beet enterprise records for the 1951 crop year.
These enterprises were located in

T

IlE

EAR EST M . MORRISON is associate profe ssor and LY
I-I. DAVIS is 1'esearch assistant in agricultural economics.

Cache, Box Elder, and Utah Counties
in the same areas and with many of
the same farm operators included in
q similar study in 1945.
Percentagewise there have been
changes in the relative importance of
all groups of production costs. Fixed
overhead costs changed less than
other costs becoming a lesser percent
of the total indicating that these costs
change rather slowly and lag behind
other costs. :M aterial costs have become more important while labor

costs have diminished in importance
(table 1) .
Reduction in Labor Requirements

A marked reduction in labor requirement per acre has occurred but
the increased wage levels have kept
total labor costs per acre nearly constant. Man-labor requirements were
115.1 hours in 1945 while in 1951 the
average acre was grown with 74.4
hours of man-labor. This is the result
of increased mechanization and other
factors which affect the labor efficiency.
Power costs increased during the
five-year period as a result primarily
of increased mechanization.
There have been marked changes
The application of
manure was less in 1951 but a marked
increase in the use of commercial fertilizer was noted. Seed planted per
acre decreased with the further adoption of segmented seed. The total investment both in operating and fixed
capital has increased significantly reflecting primarily the rise in the general price level. Horse-hours have decreased to less than a fifth the amount
used in 1945, while hours of mechanical power have increased 400 percent.
in the inputs.

The hours of man-labor have decreased to 65 percent of the 1945 requirements. A comparison of labor
requirements by operation indicates
some important changes. The land
preparation and planting operations
have been cut to 63 percent, the
growing operations to 77 percent,
and the harvesting time has been
cut in half.
Among the most
Left above, a sugar beet field being prepared
for harvesting by use of a beater and
scalper. The machine has passed over the
rows of beets at the left of the picture
Right above, a view of the beater and scalper
used to remove leav·es and crowns prior
to mechanical harvesting
Left, a field of sugar beets in Cache County.
This field was blocked with a mechanical
blocker reducing much of the hand labor
of thinning

time-consuming operations the labor
requirements for thinning have been
reduced to 69 percent of the 1945
level. This has resulted primarily
from more universal adoption of segmented seed which gives a thinner
stand at thinning time, more single
plants, and an opportunity for the
same labor to cover more area in a
given time. Some mechanization of
the thinning operation has occurred
but this has not greatly reduced the
average labor requirements for the
total thinning operation.
The man-hours involved in the harvesting operations of pulling, topping,
and loading have been reduced to 44
percent of the 1945 level. In the 1945
survey only one mechanical harvester
was found in the sample while mechanical harvesters were widely used
in 1951. The use of mechanical
toppers and loaders, and the use of
combine harvester machines which
pull, top, and load the beets in one
operation reduced tlle man-hours requjred by approximately 22 hours.
Changes in Mechanization

The sugar beet enterprise has undergone considerable change mechanically since 1945 (fig. 1). The 1945

for
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Above, a combine mechanical sugar beet
harvester harvesting sugar beets after
the tops have been removed with a
beater. The men on the harv·ester
separate the beets from the clods which
drop back to the ground behind the
harvester

Right, a side VIew of a combine type
harvester

Below, a modern sugar beet reCeIVIng
station where the beets are piled for
future delivery to the factory for pt;ocessing

study showed the use of much horse
power and hand labor. Many enterprises did not use motorized mechanical power for any operation in production of sugar beets and hand labor
was used to perform the growing and
harvesting operations. The 1951 survey indicated greatly increased use of
mechanization in the sugar beet enterprise. Tractor and huck power was
used on all enterprises and on many
enterprises horse power had been
completely replaced.
In addition to the trend from horse
power to machine power there has
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Fig. 2. Trend in the use of hand labor compared to machine
harvesting of sugar beets, Utah, 1945 and 1951

Fig. 1. Trend in the use of tractor and truck power compared to
horse power in sugar beet producti.on, Utah, 1945 and 1951

been a trend from hand labor to machine labor.
Mechanical harvesters which top or
load or pull, top, and load were used
for harvesting sugar beets on 68 percent of the acres included in the 1951
Table 1.

study (fig. 2). Only 2 percent of the
acres in the 1945 study were harvested
mechanically.
Mechanization of the thinning operations has not occurred to the extent
that it has in the harvesting opera-

Changes in the cost per acre of producing sugar beets, Utah, 1945 and 1951

1945

1951

Cost

Percent
of total
cost

Index of
change
1945= 100

percent

dollars

percent

percent

8.66
2.74
2.89

6.4
2,0
2.2

8.18
10.19
2.84
.·33

4.8
5.9
1.6
0.2

94.5
268.9
98.3

Total
Fixed overhead costs:
Int. on money in crop
Int. on capital
investment
Building upkeep and
repairs
Equipment depI. and
repairs
Land taxes
Drainage and water
Fees
Misc. overhead

14.29

10,6

21.54

12.5

150.7

1.67

1.2

2.34

1.4

140.1

13.38

10.0

18.37

10.7

137.3

.15

0.1

2.74
2.58
3.04
.76
2.43

2.0
1.9
2.3
0.6
1.8

1.17
3.34
3.17
.33
2.84

0.7
1.9
1.9
0.2
1.6

42.7
129.5
104.3
43.4
116.9

Total
La hor costs:
Operator and tUl1i ly
IIired

26.75

19.9

31.56

18.4

118.0

37.:39
34.81

27.8
25.9

39.75
30.73

2.'3.1
17.9

106.3
88.3

Total
Power costs:
Horse
Tractor
Truck

72.20

53.7

70.48

41.0

97.6

5.93
8.97
6,38

4.4
6.7
4.7

3.34
34.57
10.35

2.0
20.1
6.0

56.3
385.4
162.2

Total
Grand total

21.28
134.52

15.8
100.0

48.26
171.84

28.1
100.0

226.8
127.7

Cost

Percent
of total
cost

dollars

Item of cost

Material cost:
Manure
Com. fertilizer
Seed
Other costs
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tions. Recent developments in mechanical thinners will undoubtedly increase the rate of their adoption. Data -l'\
analyzed for the 1951 study indicate
that savings in hours of man-labor can
be made accompanied by decreased
costs for the thinning operation when
mechanical aids are used over the
conventional hand thinning practices.
CANNERS PRESENT PLAQUE
TO COLLEGE
At the Utah State Fair in September, President 1!fadsen of the Utah
State Agricultural College was presented a plaque for the College by the Utah Canners Association and the J
American Can Company. The plaque
is a brass plate mounted on hardwood
and is inscribed:
CITATIO
Presented to the UTAH STATE
AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE, Logan,
Utah, by the UTAH CA NERS ASSOCIATIO
and the AMERICA
CA
COMPANY at the Utah State
Fair, Septemb er 17, 1952, in recognition of the out tanding assistance and
~ uidance given by the departments and
taculty of th e College in contributing
to the agricultural production of Utah
which has helped raise canning to a
foremo t industry of the State.
Th e AMERICAN CAN COMPA Y
and the UTAH CA NERS ASSOCIA~
TIO
salute UTAH STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE for eminent
public service dedicated to Growers)
Cann rs and Can-makers in the marketing of healthful foods and th e creation
of economic benefit for all the people
of Utah.
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SHEEP MANAGEMENT STUDY

Table 1.

(Continued from page 77)

lamb production per ewe which reemphasizes the need for establishment
+ of management practices to assure
higher lambing percentages. Birth
~ weights of Columbia sired lambs averaged significantly heavier in 3 of the
4 comparisons. Columbia sired lambs
also had significantly heavier weaning
weights than the Rambouillet sired
lambs. These heavier weaning weights
tended to be compensated for by the
higher lambing percentages of the
Rambouillet bred ewes so that the difference in lamb production per ewe
of the two groups was not statistically
significant.
Columbia Sired Lambs Scored High

All lambs were scored for body
types, condition, face covering, body
wrinkles, and staple length at weaning
~ time (approximately 5-5'-h months of
age). A summary of these scores is
shown in table 2. The differences were
significantly in favor of the Columbia
sired lambs for all characters studied.
It is particularly important to note that
a much larger percent of Columbia
sired lambs were classified as fat
slaughter lambs at weaning time&
This, plus the heavier weaning
weights, indicates that Columbias
were more suitable than Rambouillets
for the production of market lambs.
Each year feeder lambs from the
I two groups were taken to Logan and
fattened. After fattening the lambs
were slaughtered and carcass grades
determined. There were no significant
differences in either rate of gain or
feed consumption per unit gain. The
Columbia sired lambs consistently
graded higher than the Rambouillet
sired lambs.
The production of the first-cross
ewes is summarized in table 3. Because of the unequal numbers of
twins and singles within each group:
it was necessary to adjust the data
before the means could be compared.
From an analysis of the data, it is concluded that the breeding of the ewes
had no sig~ificant effect upon the percent of ewes lambing or the lambing
percentage.
Rambouillet bred R-l ewes produced lam?s that were significantly

for
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Comparative iamb production of the originai range ewes bred to Coiumbia rams
and Rambouillet rams, 1945-1949, inclusive

Ewes bred
and alive
at lambing

Lambs
born

Birth
weightf

Weaning
weightf

Production
per ewe

number

percent

pounds

pounds

pounds

439
400

86.7
91.7
-5.0

Year 1946
Columbia bred
Rambouillet bred
Difference

395
396

106.6
125.0
-18.4

Year 1947
Columbia bred
Rambouillet bred
Difference

332
364

Year 1948
Columbia bred
Rambouillet bred
Difference

257
183

Year 1949
Columbia bred
Rambouillet bred
Difference

147
77

Breeding ewes

Year 1945
Columbia bred
Rambouillet bred
Difference

80.3
75.9
4.40\'/;

48.8
49.9
-1.1

11.1
10.0
1.1 ~~

88.8
82.5

73.53
76.64
-1.11

138.6
123.9
14.7

11.1
10.7

85.1
83.9
1.3

103.82
91.43
12.39

163.7
174.2
-10.5

11.5
10.6

80.0
74.6
5.40\'/;

114.56
109.66
4.90

152.4
150.6
1.8

11.5
11.1
.4

79.6
76.4

106.11 .
100.24
5.87

.4~

.9~~

6.3~~

3.2~

fA verage weight of singles and twins.
1)Significant difference at the .05 probability level.
O\'/;Significant difference at the .01 probability level.
Table 2.

Comparative weaning scores of Columbia sired and Rambouil1et sired lambs, including singles and twins (Lower score indicates higher rating)

Breeding of lambs

Body
average
score

Condition
average
score

Year 1946
Columbia sired
Rambouillet sired
Difference

Face
average
score

Wrinkles
average
score

1.49
1.92
-.430\'/;
1.26
1.60

-.34~~

1.65
1.73
-.08

19.1
4.6
14.50\'/;

2.16
2.60
-.440\'/;

52.1
24.9
27.20\'/;

3.17
3.29
-.12

21.7
15.1

3.00
3.42

15.1
1.9

Year 1947
Columbia sired
Rambouillet sired
Difference

-.24~~

Year 1948
Columbia sired
Rambouillet sired
Difference

2.65
3.05
_.380\'/;

-.42~~

Year 1949
Columbia sired
Rambouillet sired
Difference

2.80
3.17
-.370\'/;

3.17
3.32
-.15

2.61
2.85

~Significant difference, exceeds
~~Highly significant, exceeds the

6.6~

13.2~~

22.4
5.9

15.5~~

Wool
average
length
inche~

pe1'cent

Y~ar

1945
Columbia sired
Rambouillet sired
Difference

Slaughter
grade

3.03
3.38
-.350\'/;
2.55
3.11

-.56~~

3.05
3.69
-.640\'/;
3.26
4.01
-.75~~

3.28
4.08

-.80~~

1.21
1.59

-.38~~

1.74
1.34
.400\'/;

1.23
1.58
-.350\'/;

1.86
1.60

1.42
1.95

1.86
1.60

-.53~~

.26~~

.26~~

1.28
1.71
-.430\'/;

1.85
1.40
.450\'/;

1.26
1.81
-.550\'/;

1.77
1.32
.45##

.05 probability level.
.01 probability level.

smaller than those of the Columbia
and Targhee bred groups. The type
of breeding had no effect upon the
percent of lambs weaned. Columbia
and Targhee bred C-l ewes weaned
significantly heavier lambs than the
Rambouillet bred groups. In addition

to heavier lambs, the Columbia and
Targhee bred C-l ewes produced
lambs that were significantly fatter
at weaning time. The type of breeding
also had a highly significant effect
upon the wool staple length of the
lambs. The Columbia and Targhee
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group averaged nearly one-half inch
longer than th Rambouillet group at
weaning time.
In general, the lamb production of
the first-cross ewes was similar to
the results obtained from the original
ewes. This gives added confidence to
the conclusions that under the condition of management practiced in
this experiment, Columbia and Targhee rams sired lambs that were
heavier and fatter at weaning time.
However, additional information "is
needed to determine what effect continued use of the sires will have upon
the lamb productivity of ewes. It is
not known whether the beneficial effects obtained are a result of crossbreeding influence or of the gradingup effect of sires from the other
breeds.
Before a final appraisal of the

TabLe 3.

Comparison of lamh p'r oduction of Rambouillet first-cross (R-1) a nd Columbia
first-cross (C-l) ewes mated to Rambouillet, Columb ia, and Targh ee ram s 1947
and 1948 (Lower score indicates higher rating)
,

T yp e of breeding

L ambs
born to
ewes
l ambing

Mean
adjusted
birth
weight
of lambs

L amb
w eaned
b y ewe
lambing

Mean
adjusted
w eanin g
w eight

p erce nt

p erce nt

pounds

p ercent

pounds

317

94.0

123.5

10.32

100.0

78.2

6.5

23

178

93.8

124.6

10.92

99.4

83.4

5.8

31

159

95.6

136.8

10.82

102.0

82.6

5.6

30

Ewes
bred
nllmber

Rambouillet bred
R-1 ewes
Columbia bred
C-1 ewes
Targhee bred
C-1 ewes

Ewes
lambing

merits of the breeds can be made, a
detailed analysis of the wool production must be undertaken. Records are
being taken for this purpose. Other
problems that are being studied or
are being contemplated as time and
facilities permit are: ( 1 ) Lifetime
productivity of the ewe as a meas~re

Mean
fl esh
condition
scores
( 2-10 )

Mean
staple
length
( 1/16
inch)

1

j

of adaptability to this range area; (2)
suitability of the different types of
wool type sheep for the production
of market lambs when mated to mutton rams; and (3) the determination
of the relative importance and heritability of those traits associated with
optimum productivity of range sheep.

Effective in Ant Control
By GEORGE F. KNOWLTON
is effective in the control of ants. Tested extensively
in control of the western harvester ant,
Pogonomyrmex occidentalis (Cresson ), during 1951 and 1952, it gave
excellent results. U sed on a number
of garden, farm, range, and house infesting ants, control was even more
consistent. Elimination of entire colonies by a single treatment was common. Elimination of all ants in large
harvester ant nests often did not occur until several months after treatment. However, during that time,
foraging activity was low. With
smaller nests, it was rare to find a
surviving ant, once each entrance had
been treated.

H

EPTACHLOR

Twenty-five percent wettable heptachlor dust gave best results. Howev r, heptachlor emulsion also killed
a high percentage of the treated nests.
Some western harvester ant nests
showed weak activity after the liquid
treatment, beginning 10 to 15 days
after the insecticide was poured into
the nest and entrances. Examination
of the ne ts next season, however,
DR. KNOWLTON spends half of his tim e
in extension work and half in research in
entom ology.
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showed practically all colonies treated
by either method had failed to survive
into the following season.
The commonest method for harvester ant control used was to apply
1 rounded tablespoonful of 25 percent
wettable heptachlor powder over and
about each nest entrance. This usually resulted in 95 to 100 percent reduction in field activity for the balance of the season. Exceptions were
nests where a new entrance was
broken through soon after treatment
in an area where no heptachlor was
present. The foraging ants seemed to
avoid traveling over surface areas of
heptachlor of this strength, unless it
was necessary to do so in order to
leave or enter the nest. However,
when the treatment was first applied,
ants usually swarmed out of the nest
and through the powder. Such affected ants seemed to be immediately
irritated and partially to lose coordination.
Nests of the harvester ant, treated
either with 1 or 2 tablespoonfuls of
25 percent emulsifiable heptachlor in
a quart of water, showed little difference in control. Field populations
were less promptly eliminated from

the denuded areas about the nests
than when the 25 percent powder was
applied. Also, small numbers of foragers often entered and left the nests
for the rest of the season, beginning
10 to 15 days after the liquid treatment. However, by the following
spring, most nests treated with heptachlor by either method were destroyed. Nests where ant colonies
were killed out gradually became leveled off. Plant growth appeared on
most nests the season after control
treatment. This even ocurred on some
spring-treated nests before the season
was over. Plants do not grow on
normally strong western harvester ant

n~~ .

_j

li,
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4

~

Another method of control which
showed some merit was removing the
cap of the nest, then applying a rounded tablespoonful of 25 percent ~
heptachlor powder there, and a smaller amount to each entrance area. ~
Often only one entrance to a nest
existed, this being near to or as much ~
as 15 inches from the base of the ant
hill.
Treating the entire nest with a )0
metal hand "dust gun" appeared to ~
give less lasting control than did the
Farm

and
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spoon treatments. However, dusting
about houses, garages, lawns, and
gardens, either with 25, or even with
2% percent heptachlor dust, gave con- trol of various species of Formica ants
for several weeks. This insecticide at
the same time controlled European
earwigs when a sufficient area was
treated.
Lawn and garden ants were never
_ observed to reappear in nests which
had been treated with 25 percent heptachlor dust. Small nests often were
destroyed with one or two teaspoonfuls. Large nests were treated with 1,
f 2, or more rounded tablespoonfuls ' of
the heptachlor, depending on their
size and nature.

I

A comparison of 25 percent heptachlor with chlordane 40 and 50 percent, and with 50 percent DDT in
powder form , showed control results
at the nests to be more prompt and
enduring with heptachlor. Area dusting about buildings, and nest control
of ants with 2% percent heptachlor
compared favorably with smaller
amounts of 5 percent chlordane and
10 percent DDT.

for
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Above, western harvester ant keeps large
areas of ground bare about each nest
Right, 25 percent heptachlor dust, applied
to entrances and adjacent areas, furnishes
excellent control for this common farm
and range pest
Below, harvester ant nests have one or more
entrances. These may be located on the
nest or in the bare area, a short distance
from the hill

RANGE SHEEP INDUSTRY
(Continued from page 89)

lamb crop in 1949 was 78 percent, and
the average death loss of ewes and
lambs was in excess of 15 percent.
The reason for the 1949 loss in income
was the large increase in expenditures
during the bad 1948-49 winter and to
the fairly poor lamb crop, and the
high death loss.
Income recovered again in 1950
and 1951. Income per breeding ewe
Table 1.

Looking Ahead

Sheep numbers have increased
slightly in Utah the past two years.

Prices paid and received by farmers in United States, prices receiv,e d by Utah
farmers, and index of Utah land values 1930-51
(Index numbers 1935-39= 100)

United States

Utah prices received for:

Prices
paid

Prices
received

Lambs

Wool

Cattle
and
calves

percent

percent

percent

pe1'cent

percent

percent

84
75
119
173
173
177
212
208
248
403

129
94
117
179
210
278
348
307
372
470

144
95
102
138
145
155
169
169
164
185

Year

1930
1935
1940
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951

Table 2.

reached an all time high of $10.26 in
1951. This resulted in part from an
increase in lamb prices. However, the
greatest impetus was the jump in wool
price to an average of 91 cents per
pound.

124
98
100
155
168
191
211
203
209
231

119
101
93
188
217
259
267
232
238
284

95
95
104
177
207
270
306
293
344
417

Land value
per acre

However it is unlikely that they
will approach former numbers. There
are a number of factors that will tend
to prevent this. Much of the public
lands formerly used by sheep are now
permitted to cattle. No doubt some
ranges now being used for cattle are
better adapted to sheep and will be
returned to sheep use.
The difficulty of getting experienced herders is causing some anxiety
and the situation probably will not
soon improve. The younger generation does not look favorably on sheep
ranching. An inexperienced herder
can endanger a large investment by
inexpert handling of a band.
At present a large investment is
necessary to operate a sheep ranch
that will return an adequate family
income. Unless the ranch is inherited
few young men can obtain the necessary capital.
Until recently, income from sheep
ranching did not equal the income
from cattle ranching when comparing
ranches of comparable size and investment. Cattle ranching seems not
to be so hazardous, require so large
an investment, and can be started on
a smaller scale.

~

)

~

:(
·
,

Average of land, investment, income, and costs per breeding ewe, one-band Utah sheep ranches, 1930-51

Item

Unit

1930

1935

1940

1945

1946

1947

1948

1949

1950

1951

Breeding ewes per ranch

number

1814

1640

1714

1843

1856

1897

1940

1954

1909

1962

Land

acres

1.48

1.40

2.74

2.98

2.95

2.88

2.82

2.80

2.88

2.85

Total investment

dollars

26.59

15.19

24.U7

36.18

39.64

45.37

53.59

56.17

58.28

71.57

Land and buildings
dollars
Livestock and range privil ges dollars
Other
dollars

11.27
14.00
1.32

6.88
7.37
.94

12.12
11.76
1.09

18.52
15.18
2.48

19.41
17.18
3.05

20.22
21.95
3.20

21.23
28.87
3.49

21.61
30.91
3.65

23.71
30.85
3.72

23.87
43.69
4.01

--

Cash receipts
Cash expen e

dollars
dollars

7.08
4.84

3.91
2.65

6.48
3.81

11.42
7.45

12.38
8.29

14.97
9.99

17.84
10.73

15.27
13.04

20.87
12.28

28.48
15.33

Net cash ranch income

dollars

2.24

1.26

2.67

3.97

4.09

4.98

7.11

2.23

8.59

13.15

Prerequisites and net change in
inventory

dollars

.14

-.04

1.01

.49

.42

1.34

.72

- .28

.51

.59

Net ranch income

dollars

2.38

1.22

3.68

4.46

4.51

6.32

7.83

1.95

9.10

13.74

Charge for capital

dollars

1.75

.89

1.20

1.67

1.84

2.12

2.55

2.66

2.78

3.48

Return to op rator and family
for labor and management

dollars

.63

.33

2.48

2.79

2.67

4.20

5.28

-.71

6.32

10.26
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GREEN LIMA BEANS

~

much better than that of the canned
beans.
Ascorbic acid analyses were run on
the 1950 crop of lima beans in the
frozen state. The range of values for
the beans was from 17 milligrams per
100 grams for the Greencoat beans to
27 for the Thoragreen beans (table 2) .
Or to state it another way, the Thoragreen beans contained 59 percent
more ascorbic acid than did the
Greencoat beans. Utah strains had
values which were intermediate between these two extremes with 4 of
the Utah strains containing 24 milligrams per 100 grams.
A large increase in the planting was
made of one strain of the most promising variety of the Utah green lima
beans in 1952. This acreage will provide enough for a commercial trial
next year. If production on the larger
scale proves as successful as it did all
the experimental plot, seed should be
available to home gardeners in 1954.

t
,

,

r'

~_

CLOSER SPACED FURROWS
( Continued from page 85)

depth of rooting of the crop at the
time of irrigation. The maximum
depth of rooting of potatoes is about
12 inches on this soil; therefore, the
maximum spacing of furrows should
) be less than 24 inches. When two
f furrows were used in each 36-inch
potato row with a spacing of 18 inches
between furrows it was found that the
water would move laterally to the
center of the row while it was moving
vertically to the moist soil below and
the problem of preventing deep pene" tration was greatly simplified.
~

Table 1.

Quality appraisal of lima beans

( Continued from page 83 )

Increasing Infiltration Rates in Tight Soils

The entry of water has been studied
on a saline-alkali soil. Foul' treatments
were used. Eight plots were chosen
, at random and were h'eated with
Krilium at the rate of 1,000 pounds
- per acre by mixing it into the surface
three or four inches of soil. A similar
number of plots, also chosen at random, were treated with a detergent
known as PR-78 (ultra wet) at the
I
rate of 40 pounds per acre. A third
group of eight plots was treated with

for

December

1952

Rank ~

Variety
type and
strain

1949
crop

Type 1
Utah # 18
Utah # 24
Utah #177
Utah #534
Type 2
Utah #545
Type 16-3
Utah #139
Utah #313
Type 16-12
Utah # 16
Utah # 22
Utah #330
Utah #923
Utah #924
Type 16-24
Utah # 33
Utah #132
Utah #304
Type 16-116-9
Utah # 41
Utah # 80

1950
crop

Variety
type and
strain

1951
crop

15
13
3

1
14
10

10

7

11

5
4
9

1949
crop

Utah #301
Utah #302
Utah #310
Utah #317
Utah #320
Utah #321
Utah #324
Utah #331
Utah #240
Utah #230
Utah #204
Utah #915
Utah #915
Clark's Bush
9
Early Thoragreen 12
Greencoat
Allgreen
Evergreen
H enderson's
Bush
Oklahoma's
13-1 t

8
4
6
2

7
11

Rank ~

5

5
3

1950
crop

1951
crop

9
2
4
7
8
1
8
3

2

4
4
2
8
11
1
3
13

7

12
6
10
6

~Each

year after the scores were tabulated, the varieties were ranked with 1 as highest or
best quality.
tObtained from the Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment Station.
Table 2.

Ascorbic acid in lima beans, 1950 crop

Variety
or strain

Ascorbic
acid

Variety
or strain

mg/100gm

Utah
Utah
Utah
Utah
Utah
Utah
Utah
Utah
Utah
Utah
Utah

#313
# 16
#330
# 33
#301
#302
#310
#317
#320
#321
#324

21.6
24.0
20.0
22.6
23.9
21.7
22.2
23.6
21.2
23.8
20.7

PR -78, 40 pounds per acre combined
with a straw mulch 5 tons per acre.
A group of four plots was treated with
PR-78 mixed with activated sawdust
at the rate of 5 tons per acre. A conh'ol group of eight plots was given no
treatments.' During the fourth week
after water application, infiltration
rates were measured from a single
ring infiltrometer 12 inches in diamTable 1. The rate of infiltration of water
into a saline-alkali soil treated with
various soil conditioners

Treatment

Infiltration rates
em. hr.

Krilium 1,000 lbs / acre
PR-78 40 lbs/ acre
PR-78 / straw
PR-78 / activated sawdust
No treatment

.843
.518
.590
.542
.481

Ascorbic
acid
mg/100gm

Utah #331
Henderson's Bush
Early Thoragreen
Peerless
Oklahoma 13-1
Oklahoma 9 M
Emeraldgreen
Thoragreen
Greencoat
Evergreen
Clark's Bush

22.8
23.8
27.1
21.4
21.3
20.1
19.0
27.0
17.2
21.2
20.9

eter inserted in the soil to a depth of
6 inches. A constant head of three
inches of water was maintained. The
average infiltration rates on these
plots are shown in table 1.
Although these infiltration rates are
low it appears that it may be possible
to increase the flow of water into the
soil by some such treatments.
At present the price of Krilium is
so high that its use on a large scale
for increasing water uptake cannot
be recommended. The cost of the
detergent, however, is low enough for
use in some areas since the quantity
required is not large. The value of
incorporating straw or sawdust into
the soil can hardly be realized in one
year since it tends to have a residual
effect on the soil structure.
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CONSUMPTIVE USE OF
WATER
( Continued from page 87 )

Inflow-Outflow Method

Each of the valleys chosen for the
study was selected because the topography and geography of the area were
such that all of the water coming into
and flowing out of t.he valiey, whether
undergt"ound or surface flows or precipitation, could be measured with
reasonable accuracy. The difference
between the inflow (increasing precipitation in the valley) and the outflow represents the total valley consumptive use of water. Total valley
consumptive use for the three years,
1948, 1949, and 1950, as determined
by this method for each of the valleys
studied is as follows:

3-year
total
acre-feet
Ashley Valley 212,920
Ferron Valley
81,015

Seasonal
average
acre-feet
70,973
27,005

Comparison of Results by the Two
Methods

The valley consumptive use as determined by the two methods described above differed only slightly
over the three years studied in both
valleys, the inflow-outflow method
yielding slightly higher consumptive
use in each case: 1.74 percent higher
for Ashley Valley and 1.47 percent
higher for Ferron Valley. The average
difference between the two methods
for both areas combined is only
1.67 percent.

100

AGRICULTURAL PRICES

Further Use of Data

In the administration of water rights
within the state, and especially on
interstate streams such as the Colorado
River, the State Engineer needs all
possible facts about water use available to him. Unit values of consumptive use determined for Ashley and
Ferron Valleys can be applied to other
areas within the state through proper
evaluation of Climatic differences.
Such an extension of knowledge of use
of water can enhance the probability
of greatest possible utilization of the
valuable water resources of our state.

(Continued from page 76)

to good management during periods
of less favorable ratios of prices received to costs.
A realistic appraisal by farmers, in- .~
dividuals, and groups planning for ,
agriculture is needed to determine. ~
what adjustments should be made in
agricultw"al programs to meet a possible change in the price-cost relationships next year. There is always
economic unce~tainty during periods
of price adjustments.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO RESEARCH
August 15 to November 15, 1952
Wendell K. Smith,
Preston, Idaho
American Chemical Paint
Company

$50 for furtherance of research in drainage
2 Gallons LV-4

American Cyanamid
Corporation

100 pounds aero-cyanamid for weed control
research
12 pounds aerocyanate

Atlantic Oil Refining
Company

12 gallons PR-78
500 p.ounds activated sawdust for use in moisture penetration studies

D.ow Chemical Company

2 gallons 2, 4-D amine for experiments on weed
control
400 pounds Krilium for use in moisture penetration studies

Monsanto Chemical Company
E. I. duPont de Nemours
and Company

40 pounds CMU for experiments on weed control

Richfield Oil Company

50 gallons Richfield A weed killing oil for weed
control research

Stauffer Chemical Company

12 gallons toxaphene for fruit spraying research

Sharples Chemicals, Inc.

5 gallons Endothal for weed control research

California Spray Chemical
Company

3 gallons 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T materials for weed
control research
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